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• The conventional cell showed low performance and severely non-uniform current density distributions.
• The performance was increased and current density distribution became more uniform with an increase of l M until 8 mm. However, longer l M did not show increased performance and only slightly increased the uniformity.
• l M =8mm and semi co-flow are proposed for an improved cell. The improved cell shows better performance than the conventional cell and less local current density differences. However, this cell still has non-uniform current density distributions due to non-uniform flow profiles.
• Note: the flow profiles are changed with the electrochemical reactions. Thus, optimization should be performed with simulations that consider electrochemical reactions (i.e., use reactive flow conditions rather than cold flow calculations). 
Project 2, Task 2 Conclusions
• The optimum cell showed uniform flow profiles and symmetric current density distributions similar to ideal cell, at 0.6 A/cm 2 . However, nonuniform flow profiles which lead to un-symmetric current density distributions were observed at lower and higher current densities. These were mainly caused by different inlet velocities.
• The optimum cell showed similar current density distributions and slightly lower performance than the ideal cell. It showed more uniform flow profiles than improved cell. Also, the optimum cell had significantly higher performance and more uniform current density distributions than conventional cell because optimization of the geometry leads to more uniform flow profiles.
